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Liverpool title hopes crumble 
Liverpool 0 Arsenal 1  
LIVERPOOL'S belief, which began to crack ten days ago when Kenny Dalglish 
announced that he could no longer cope with the demands of being their 
manager, now lies in pieces. The final act of the rapid demolition was carried out 
at Anfield yesterday by Paul Merson.  
Of all the hundreds of intricate exchanges attempted during the televised fixture, 
he and Alan Smith featured in the most effective. The under-rated England Under-
21 international scampered away and, in the manner of Michael Thomas on the 
same ground two years ago, appeared to stumble over the possibilities before 
scoring a goal of indisputably heavy import.  
It will not necessarily decide the championship, but it leaves Liverpool three 
points behind and with a markedly inferior goal difference. They are also bearing 
a heavy load of statistics, which started to mount in early December when Arsenal 
beat them 3-0 at Highbury.  
Since then, Liverpool, in winning only four of 16 fixtures, have lost Dalglish, their 
place in the FA Cup and the leadership of the first division. Not for four years have 
they endured a sequence of three sucessive defeats.  
Never before in the Nineties had they experienced a loss at home. Their defence, 
recently bound only by collective uncertainty, was broken in the 66th minute, and 
for the 27th time in 20 games, and Arsenal held on to become the first of 37 
visitors to win at Anfield.  
Yet Liverpool will reflect that another opposing goalkeeper was principally 
responsible for the latest addition to the list of dispiriting events. As Neville 
Southall singularly defied them in the second replay of the FA Cup fifth-round tie 
at Goodison Park on Wednesday, so David Seaman denied them any semblance of 
encouragement this time.  
Seaman, in promoting his increasingly convincing international claims, alone 
prevented Liverpool from taking an early lead. His first save, as Barnes completed 
one of their most incisive moves, was arguably his best. He flung himself far to his 
left to deflect the flick past a post.  
Before the interval, he parried a swerving drive from Molby, smothered another 
threat posed by Barnes, blocked a header from Nicol and caught a free kick 
delicately curled by Barnes. Whenever gaps appeared, Seaman's huge frame was 
invariably moving to cover the danger.  
He extended his personal record of clean sheets to 17 in the League (and 22 in all 
competitions) although the shield in front of him was not as solid as usual. Adams, 
on his reappearance in the first division, was notably less assured than his other 
central defensive colleagues.  
Arsenal, deploying the same protective formation which laid the foundation for 
their dramatic victory to win the championship in 1989, still appeared to be the 
more secure and the more balanced. Liverpool's rearguard was especially 
vulnerable on the right flank, where Gillespie looked even more uncomfortable 
than Adams.  
The Scottish international, absent for six weeks and not renowned for his speed, 
was frequently left floundering by Merson. The confusion elsewhere in front of 
Grobbelaar was not always of Arsenal's making. The goalkeeper's embarrassing 
misjudgment of Dixon's cross, for instance, offered Merson an open goal, which 
was declined.  
As happened two years ago, Arsenal concentrated initially on withstanding the 
pressure. Rush helped to relieve it. Even his confidence has drained away: the 
prolific Welshman has not scored a League goal since New Year's day and he 
missed at least three chances to end his barren sequence.  
After the interval, Grobbelaar pawed at Rocastle's close-range header and 
stopped a distant drive from Hillier (selected in place of Davis, the former captain, 
who was omitted from the League team for the first time this season) before 
Merson struck. The move was initiated inadvertently by Beardsley's misplaced 
pass.  
In an instant, Merson had used Smith on the halfway line to run freely into 
Liverpool's territory. Grobbelaar, lacking as much conviction as the rest of his 
colleagues, offered a half-hearted challenge and was beaten low to his left by a 
shot which took an age to crawl home.  
Apart from the bookings issued to Adams, Bould and Rocastle (as well as to 
Burrows), there were no visible flaws in Arsenal's characteristically efficient 
performance. They have still been beaten by only two sides, Manchester United in 
the Rumbelows Cup and by Chelsea, in 37 fixtures this season. Their ambitions of 
completing another double (their manager, George Graham, played a part in the 
first two decades ago) have clearly been enhanced.  
For four months, they were plodding behind Liverpool, who were widely 
considered strong favourites to win the championship. The odds have changed 
drastically over recent days. Yesterday, Arsenal moved clear, as though with a 
disdainful look over their shoulder.  
 

 
Merson tilts the balance 
ARSENAL's victory in an absorbing match at Anfield decided nothing but said 
plenty. This time the League championship was not won or lost, merely pointed 
more firmly in a southerly direction.  
Liverpool lost their third match in nine days since the sudden resignation of Kenny 
Dalglish and it was the first time in five seasons they had suffered more than two 
defeats in a row. Much of their football suggested that they had recovered from 
the trauma of Dalglish's departure but, having failed to regain the League 
leadership at an opportune moment, the pressure remains.  
It is difficult to see how the spending of Pounds 1.5 million to obtain the release 
of John Toshack, a minor Welsh poet, from Real Sociedad is going to revive the 
side any more than the challenge of yesterday's occasion. In many areas Liverpool 
looked their old selves, and had Rush retained his regular scoring habits they 
would probably have won. On the overall run of play, however, Arsenal would not 
have deserved to lose.  
Seaman again saw Arsenal through a number of crises with a series of saves which 
added weight to his claims to be England's first-choice goalkeeper. The longer the 
game progressed the more solid Arsenal looked at the back, and once Merson had 
put them ahead just past the hour you sensed Liverpool would be frustrated by 
the First Division's most parsimonious defence.  
Arsenal are now three points ahead of their only serious rivals and, while each 
team still have 12 matches to play, it is going to take a collapse even more 
spectacular than Liverpool's recent decline to stop the title going to Highbury for 
the second time in three seasons. Arsenal may not win all their remaining games 
but they are going to be more difficult to beat than Liverpool, still living on their 
nerves at the back.  
Paradoxically, there were moments yesterday when even Arsenal's defence was 
opening up at a touch. Often the touch was supplied by Molby, whose carefully 
flighted lobs from midfield several times put the ball clear of Arsenal's three 
centre-backs to leave colleagues with just Seaman to beat.  
Liverpool, however, were badly let down by their finishing. Just before the hour 
Rush, released in an onside position by Beardsley, actually lobbed the ball past 
Seaman only to see it bounce wide of an empty net. With 20 minutes to go he 
gathered a pass from Molby but shot over the bar under pressure from Adams.  
If this appears to present a strong argument for a Liverpool victory, Arsenal could 
point to the chances that went Merson's way before he actually scored. He put a 
shot over the bar after 17 minutes with the Liverpool defence in its now-
customary tangle, then wasted a free header after 25 when Grobbelaar allowed 
Dixon's cross to reach him at the far post.  
The fact remains that Seaman was the more active of the two goalkeepers before 
half-time, making his best save as early as the ninth minute when Molby found 
Beardsley on the right and Barnes ran on to his England colleague's first-time 
cross to produce the sort of the shot which usually has Anfield roaring in 
celebration. Seaman flung himself hard right to save, later beating out a shot from 
Molby, thwarting a header from Nicol and keeping out a curling free-kick from 
Barnes after Adams had been cautioned for a professional handball on the edge 
of the penalty area.  
George Graham, the Arsenal manager, again began a match with Hillier in 
midfield instead of Davis, and the 21-year-old responded with a composed 
performance which, combined with Thomas's pace and aggression, plus the 
continued absence of McMahon and Whelan from the Liverpool team, helped 
Arsenal to maintain parity between the penalty areas.  
In the end, though, the steadiness of Bould, O'Leary and the newly restored 
Adams enabled Arsenal to complete their most important win of the season 
without undue fuss.  
The match was a compelling advertisement of the speed and athleticism of the 
narrow upper stratum of English League football, a classic example of attack 
meeting counter-attack. Smith gave an impressive exhibition of centre-forward 
play, holding the ball up as he awaited support, and the winning goal was a fine 
example of how to strike economically and perceptively on the break.  
After 66 minutes Beardsley, whose passing had been superb, telegraphed the ball 
he was about to play to Gillespie on the Liverpool right. Merson, showing good 
anticipation, intercepted the pass and set off into the broad corridor of space left 
by Gillespie's advance. He laid the ball inside to Smith and, as what remained of 
the Liverpool defence moved as one man towards the danger, collected the 
return pass and strode through unchallenged to beat Grobbelaar.  
It was Liverpool's first home defeat of the season and only their second in 43 
games at Anfield since Arsenal's previous victory there which had decided the title 
in 1989. Arsenal remained po-faced about any talk of championships or Doubles, 
but inwardly they must be smiling.  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; Hysen, Burrows, Nicol, Molby, Ablett, Beardsley, 
Houghton, Rush, Barnes, Gillespie (Speedie, 66min).  
Arsenal: Seaman; Dixon, Winterburn, Thomas, Bould, Adams (Davis, 87), O'Leary, 
Hillier, Smith, Merson, Campbell (Rocastle, 33).  
Referee: T Holbrook (Walsall). 
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Kop crisis 

A magical moment of skill by Paul Merson installed Arsenal as Barclays League 
title favourites and sent the word crisis resounding around the Kop. Merson's 
magnificent strike after 66 minutes put the Gunners three points ahead of their 
arch enemies in a two-horse race for the championship. 
  
Meanwhile Liverpool were left to face a harrowing week of uncertainty. Since the 
shock resignation of Kenny Dalglish they have lost three games in a row for the 
first time since 1987. And this week they are due to announce the man to succeed 
Dalglish. 
  
Not that acting manager Ronnie Moran can be blamed for what has proved to be 
a disastrous seven days. Liverpool crashed out of the FA Cup to Everton thanks 
mainly to the brilliance of keeper Neville Southall. And they found Arsenal's David 
Seaman in similar good form on Sunday. 

Furious 

Seaman, arguably England's best goalkeeper at the moment, deservedly took the 
man of the match award for keeping the Reds at bay in a fast and furious, yet 
highly-skilled first half. 
Urged forward by most of the 37,000-plus Anfield faithful, Liverpool almsot struck 
in the 10th minute. 
  
Jan Molby stripped the Arsenal defence and sent Peter Beardsley away. His first-
time cross reached John Barnes but a superb save from Seaman kept out his 
effort. 
  
Two minutes later Seaman saved brilliantly as Molby fired in a shot. But it was not 
all one-way traffic. And Merson, his greatest moment still to come, missed a 
splendid opening after 18 minutes when he headed off target after Bruce 
Grobbelaar was caught out by a long cross. 
  
Liverpool still pushed forward with authority and Seaman saved his side again 
when he stopped a diving header by Steve Nicol and a Barnes curling free kick as 
the half drew to a close. 
Steve Bould followed captain Tony Adams into the referee's notebook early in the 
second half as Arsenal stoked up their efforts. 
  
Grobbelaar did well to smother Michael Thomas' shot after youngster David 
Hillier's cross before David Rocastle became the third Arsenal man booked, after a 
late challenge on David Burrows. 
  
The game looked like remaining goalless, but suddenly in the 66th minute it was 
won - and lost. 
Merson carried the ball on the left and played it inside to the hard-working Alan 
Smith. His immediate return ball set Merson away with just Grobbelaar to beat. 
Having chosen not to go for the chip, Merson cleverly and patiently drew 
Grobbelaar off his line before slipping the ball perfectly inside the far post. 
  
Burrows was booked for a foul on Lee Dixon, who later almost added a second 
goal but for Grobbelaar's quick intervention. But by then, the frustrated Liverpool 
were a beaten side. 
 

 

 


